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The owners of this Chicago condo
have a large family, so extensive
seating was paramount. In the living
room, interior designer Michael
Del Piero conceived two extra-long
ottomans covered in a C&C Milano
material from Holland & Sherry
and fabricated by Shoppe de
Lee. A salvaged-metal fixture by
Lucy Slivinski crowns the custom
dining table in the background.

T

hey wanted a cool space that was centrally
located in the city,” says interior designer
Michael Del Piero of her clients, a husband and
wife who were downsizing from a larger home
in Winnetka. The owners found the location
first in a northside Chicago high-rise with views looking
toward Lake Michigan. Del Piero, along with architect Paul
Konstant, was then tasked with achieving the all-thingscool aesthetic within the condo’s standard-issue layout.
“The goal was to create a casual yet sophisticated space
with an unusual mix of items,” says Del Piero. Having
previously designed the couple’s suburban home, Del
Piero and Konstant already knew the owners’ sense of
style—minimalist with rustic overtones—as well as their
priorities: easy flow for frequent entertaining and better
light distribution. What followed was a total gut renovation
to achieve these objectives with sleek urban elegance.
Del Piero knew right away she needed to specify new
finishes for the condo’s ebony flooring, dark kitchen and
large columns seen around the home. First, she chose a
much lighter color for the flooring, which also now features
a completely different texture. “We were going for a rustic
look to balance the slick sheen of cabinetry and steel
throughout the space,” Del Piero says. “It’s made of handscraped wood, which is a really nice contrast.” Next, she
painted the columns and walls in the same shade of gray.
“I wanted the walls to completely match those columns so
they would seem to disappear,” she says. Additionally, the
existing kitchen cabinetry was lacquered a darker gray
hue that keeps with the palette throughout.
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In the living room, custom Farrow & Ball paint provides a neutral backdrop for graphic works by Colombian
artist Santiago Parra, which complement the custom steel fireplace surround conceived by the design team
and fabricated by Aaron Bladon Studio. The antique rug from Minasian Rug Company grounds the space.

Above: An 18th-century Chinese
console from Pagoda Red, which
acts as a bar during the owners’
parties, was Del Piero’s starting point
for the living room design. Resting
on a striped ottoman, a wooden
tray was made by Aaron Bladon
Studio and created for serving
at gatherings. An RH sofa shares
space with a floor lamp by Arteriors.
Left: Custom steel shelving,
worked on by Del Piero, architect
Paul Konstant and Aaron Bladon
Studio, holds stacks of books
and multiple audio components
in the living room. The shelves
were fashioned to accommodate
the weight of those devices and
to counteract any vibrations.
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Cloaked in fabrics from Kravet,
the custom banquette designed
by Del Piero was intended to
accommodate large groups in the
kitchen. A vintage African table
and a cowhide rug from Argentina
join the vignette. Barstools from
Design Within Reach pull up
to existing countertops honed
on site. Poggenpohl cabinetry
was repainted in a high-gloss
custom lacquered color.

Furthermore, Konstant, who collaborated with project
architect Sonia Arminio on the home, reworked the floor
plan to admit more light into the condo’s center. “There’s not
a lot we could do structurally,” he says, noting that the basic
room layout and plumbing configurations had to stay. “What
really changed were a lot of the details.” General contractor
Nick Radovanovic executed such changes as the flooring
throughout as well as intricate custom work, including
the master bedroom’s concrete fireplace surround and
bed. “It was challenging work, but it was also a source of
inspiration for our team,” he says. “The project was very
gratifying, and we were lucky to collaborate with such a
talented designer and architect.”
Konstant also opened up the kitchen to what was
previously a laundry room on one side; the new throughway
now includes a butler’s pantry and bar. The architect then
addressed a pair of dark internal hallways by removing the
wall from a bedroom to create an open sitting area, where
windows shine light through the L-shaped corridor. The
new configuration allowed Del Piero to create an 11-footwide gallery wall with fine art photography inherited from
the wife’s father along with a variety of pieces she selected
herself. “This wall is quite large and therefore gives a
dramatic visual upon entering the space,” she says.
Del Piero filled the rest of the condo with an array of
ethnic flavors. One of the first things she found was an
18th-century red Chinese console that stands prominently
in the living room and doubles as a bar during parties.
It dictated the selection of a worn antique rug, which
grounds the sofas and custom ottomans. “These elements
were needed to warm up the space but are a bit
unexpected,” Del Piero says.
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An antique Buddha marks the beginning of a hallway leading to all the bedrooms. Solís Betancourt pendants
for Holly Hunt line the narrow passage. A sculpture made of found wood and tree branches by Michelle
Peterson-Albandoz was purchased at Las Manos Gallery and installed by Jay Thompson Installations.

Modern elements offset those weathered antiques, such
as a pair of bold paintings by Colombian artist Santiago
Parra that hangs in the living room over a custom steel
fireplace surround and shelving behind the console. The
team designed this shelving to accommodate the weight
of the husband’s large collection of audio components as
well as stacks of books. “The design and integration of
that unit was a significant challenge, but it was beautifully
fabricated,” Konstant says. According to Del Piero, it’s the
blending of elements—which typically wouldn’t work in such
a contemporary space—that achieved such a fresh look.
The modern-eclectic vibe continues in the den,
where Del Piero chose a custom leather sectional and
a midcentury armchair as foils for a custom coffee table
made in Thailand from 400-year-old planks of wood. The
owners’ zebra-hide rug and African baskets on the wall
complete the scene. “I travel all over the world to find

products for my clients,” Del Piero says. “We didn’t plan for
the den to be ethnic-looking, but it worked out perfectly.”
The master bedroom also displays that balance in a
corner location, which enjoys broad views of the cityscape.
Furniture placement proved difficult, however, because of
an angled wall and many windows. As a solution, the team
designed the bed—with a headboard nearly 10 feet wide—
that floats in the middle of the room. The headboard is a
handsome room divider, anchoring a freestanding desk on
the other side. “With very limited wall space, the bed gives
you a sense of privacy,” says Konstant, noting that it also
helped the orientation of the views.
Considering the challenges and opportunities this condo
presented, Del Piero says she’s proud of how the design
worked out for this busy couple. “The space is beautiful
and sophisticated with an effortless vibe,” she says. “It’s
a true reflection of how the owners live.”

In the den, African baskets
from Michael Del Piero Good
Design hang over a custom
sectional covered in material
from Keleen Leathers with pillows
fabricated by Atelier Gentry. The
midcentury armchair is clad in a
Schumacher fabric, the custom
coffee table is from The Golden
Triangle, and the vintage floor
lamp is by Robert Sonneman.
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Opposite: Crate & Barrel chairs and a side table purchased through Michael Del Piero Good Design reside near the custom
concrete fireplace surround in the master bedroom. A custom bed conceived by the design team floats in the middle of the
room and rests on a jute rug from Fibreworks in Louisville, Kentucky. Belgian-linen drapery material is from Fishman’s Fabrics.
Below: Konstant designed internal windows for the master bathroom so light could stream in from the master bedroom.
The light fixture by Roost hangs above artwork the owners found in Paris, along with an existing tub featuring a Grohe filler.
The flooring, tub surround and shower walls are all clad with existing tile.

“THE SPACE IS BEAUTIFUL AND SOPHISTICATED
WITH AN EFFORTLESS VIBE. IT’S A TRUE
REFLECTION OF HOW THE OWNERS LIVE.”
-MICHAEL DEL PIERO
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Konstant reduced the depth of one of the guest bedrooms to widen the hallway, creating a light-filled sitting
area. Antique leather chairs from Michael Del Piero Good Design face a long gallery wall and sandwich a side
table from Hive. The carpet is from Reza’s Rug Gallery. Artwork by Iran Issa-Khan enlivens the space.

Above: An antique chest, sourced
through Architectural Artifacts,
sits between twin beds in a
guest bedroom. Atelier Gentry
upholstered the headboards with
an antique African textile. Duvets
and shams are from Belgian Huis
in Norwalk, Connecticut; artwork
is from The Find-Julie Gordon.
Left: For the powder room, Aaron
Bladon Studio transformed a
vessel purchased in Argentina into
a sink, which includes a bronze
shelf. Walls are covered in a York
Wallcoverings vinyl from WM
Thybony Co., and sink fixtures are
by WetStyle. MCM Fine Framing
fabricated the custom mirror.
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